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where 'byliny' are at home.  He was then known as 11 ja Morov-
lennin, which stands close to the Finnish form of the name,
Muurovitza; but the surname in the ballads is always Muromec.
Though there have been conjectures that the German Elias or
Eligas may rest on Oleg or Volga, and that Muromec may derive
through Murmanjanin from 'Northman', yet lija Is the con-
spicuous case of a hero of 'byliny' whose person has resisted all
attempts at historical identification. His legend, as known at the
end of the twelfth century, must have been heroic fiction, and
more likely than not in verse. The adventures attributed to him
are numerous, and though some are demonstrably late and others
are discordant, they do adumbrate a kind of poetical biography,1
that is, some sort of epos.
The narrative and prosodic art of Igor's Expedition resembles
that of the 'byliny', without identity. The lines of both are free
from rhyme and syllable-count, being measured only by the chant.
While it is risky to dogmatize in the absence of adequate studies,
the music of the *byliny' and Ukrainian *dumis is apparently
Byzantine, and a continuation of the style practised in the eastern
Balkans. The device of negative comparison is established in the
*byliny', in Igor, in Serbo-Bulgar poetry, and in the *tragoudia\
There are fixed epithets in the Kievite epic, but there is no such
use of reduplication or delaying devices as in the 'byliny*. On the
other hand, the author makes use of the Scandinavian trick of
apposition, which is not favoured later. The poet indulges in
characteristically Russian hyperbole, though he has no occasion for
the titanic humour of some *byliny'. In short, the essentials of the
later style are mostly present in the courtly epos of the late Kievite
epoch, and they are to be found also in the folk-verse of Greece
and the Balkan Slavs; but the manner used in the 'byliny' was not
then complete in all its details.
We may thus address our minds to the * by liny* themselves,2
poems which belong wholly to Great Russia, though their oldest
subjects are associated with Kiev and Novgorod, lying outside
Great Russia. Whatever relics of history may be concealed within
them, the 'byliny' suppose a framework which is not that of the
Belorusskija Pesm, a work I have not been able to consult. I have not attempted
in this book any account of White Russian folk-song, but content myself with
offering the reader these references.
1 The cycle is separately studied in O. Miller, IV ja Muromec i Bogatyrstco
Kievskoe, St. Petersburg, 1869.	- See Note R, p. 392.

